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POLITICAL EQUALITY AND THE
INDEPENDENT POWER OF PRIVATE

PROPERTY

Thomas Christiano

In liberal societies the free actions and exchanges of citizens, acting within
their liberal rights, play a substantial role in determining some of the contours
of social life. Liberal rights guarantee that each citizen has a kind of independ-
ent authority to act as he or she pleases within constraints. For instance, citi-
zens can choose what to buy or sell among various products, employers can
choose whether or not to hire people without leave from the government, and
capitalists may make choices among the various investment alternatives they
face. These actions have impacts (albeit of quite different magnitude) on the
overall features of the society we live in. If consumers generally stop buying
some particular product, the industry that produces them may go out of busi-
ness, thereby increasing unemployment and undermining the tax base of a
community. If employers lay off workers or diminish the extent to which they
hire the workers, unemployment and poverty may increase. If capitalists decide
to invest or stop investing in a particular industry, the distribution of income
may be altered.

In my view, part of the proper function of government in modern socie-
ties is to lower unemployment, redistribute income, lessen pollution, and fi-
nance public goods. Yet, in light of facts described above, whether a
government policy can achieve these aims depends crucially on the behavior of
other agents. Unemployment can be lowered, investment increased, and the
position of the worse off can be improved only by policies that rely on capital-
ists and other citizens responding in certain ways.

Policies cannot achieve their aims if citizens fail to obey the laws gener-
ally, but they may also be undermined by legal forms of non-cooperation of
citizens. That is, one aim of minimum wage laws is to improve the economic
well being of the worst off workers by getting employers to raise the lowest
wages they pay. But if employers respond by laying off workers, the aim of
the minimum wage policy will be undermined. This problem arises for many
government policies. Most recently, many have argued that the increasing mo-
bility and flexibility of capital in the arena of international trade has hampered
governments’ abilities to achieve their aims via social and environmental pol-
icy.1 These general claims about the independent power of capitalists are
commonly acknowledged facts.2

These facts about government action in a liberal society have an impor-
tant bearing on how we should think about the justification and the structure
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of democratic ideals, in particular the ideal of political equality. Roughly
speaking, in an ideally democratic society, citizens have an equal say in how
their collective lives together are supposed to go. In addition, that equality is
supposed to be manifest to each and every citizen. In a genuinely democratic
society, the government is the agent of the people; its purpose is to achieve
democratically chosen aims by means of law and policy.

The above observations suggest however that some citizens can and do
undermine the pursuit of aims that the citizens have chosen collectively. The
question I pursue here concerns the implications of this phenomenon for our
conception of political equality. In particular, does the fact that some citizens
disable the government from pursuing democratically chosen aims constitute a
violation of the norm of political equality? At first blush it appears that the
answer must be, yes, since a minority of citizens are effectively blocking the
realization of an aim that has been democratically chosen. It seems to be an
obvious violation of majority rule. Answering this question will require us to
explore the ideal of political equality. It will require us to say in more detail
what it amounts to and why it is important.

My aim in this chapter is to argue that the exercise of liberal property
rights, even when this exercise is not in any way intended to influence the
political system, can, in circumstances to be defined, constitute a violation of
the ideal of political equality. I argue that there is a partial incompatibility
between political equality and some important kinds of legal exercises of lib-
eral property rights. I call this “partial incompatibility thesis.” In order to do
this, I set up a paradigm example of the kind of power I wish to discuss. Then
I clarify the issue at hand by distinguishing different ways in which political
equality might be threatened in a liberal society, providing a general analysis
of the problem and distinguishing some different kinds of cases of exercise of
liberal property right that may be relevant to the defense of the main thesis. I
then proceed to describe the main argument for the partial incompatibility the-
sis that I wish to defend: the thesis that the ordinary exercise of liberal prop-
erty rights can in some contexts constitute an exercise of political power that
abridges political equality.

After explaining this argument, I consider a number of arguments against
the thesis. These arguments defend the full compatibility of the exercise of
liberal property rights with political equality. I call this thesis, which I reject,
the “full compatibility thesis.” Each of these arguments, I claim, fails. My
tentative conclusion is in favor of the partial incompatibility thesis. I conclude
the chapter with a discussion of some important implications of this thesis.

1. Illustration

Take an extreme example. Suppose that a small community depends heavily
on the presence of a large, privately owned industrial complex. Many of its
citizens are employed in it, it is the source of much of the community’s reve-
nue from which public activities are financed, and so on. Furthermore, sup-
pose that the community is democratic. Now the citizens of the community
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wish to regulate the industry. They believe that it is causing too much pollu-
tion, its standards of safety are too low, and they think that the industrial
complex ought to pay higher corporate taxes so that more redistribution can
take place.

Consider three possible ways in which the issue might be resolved. I do
not mean to imply that these are ways in which these issues are actually re-
solved in our society. They are three relevant possibilities for the purposes of
the analysis. In the first possible resolution, after much debate where all the
points of view in the community have been heard and reasonably well dis-
cussed, a large majority of the community votes into office legislators who are
committed to achieving the aims of pollution control, work-place safety, and
an equitable distribution of wealth. The legislators enact the reforms necessary
for the achievement of these aims. The reforms are enacted. In the first case,
the industrial firm decides to stay in the community and go along with the
decisions. Here, the aims of the citizens are realized.

The second possible resolution is similar to the first, except that after the
passage of the reforms, the private industrial firm decides that its profits
would increase if it moved its operations to another community. When it does
so, the remaining installations lose their value considerably and unemploy-
ment goes up, the tax base declines, and as a consequence, the community no
longer has the funds to regulate pollution or the occupational safety standards
of the remaining firms or to redistribute any money to the poor. The aims of
the citizens have been undermined.

The third possible resolution is that the industrial firm tells the commu-
nity that if the regulations are imposed, it will leave in order to forestall a
decline in its profits. The community elects the same legislators committed to
the same aims. But the legislators and administrators decide against the re-
forms on the ground that the aims that can be achieved without the industry
are less worthwhile than the ones they can achieve with the industry. There are
at least two different ways in which the industry can present its intention to
leave. First, it can threaten to leave if the reforms are instituted. Second it can
merely predict that it will leave as a consequence of the proposed reforms.

In this possible resolution the firm simply states what will happen if the
reforms are instituted. Suppose that the firm does not use more resources in
the political process than others. It does not spend more money to get its mes-
sage out. It does not spend more money in trying to get its favorite candidates
elected. It has no more air time on television or radio. All sides of the debate
receive a fair hearing for their points of view and no one is advantaged or dis-
advantaged in this respect. We might suppose that the fairness is the result of
campaign finance laws that require public financing of electoral campaigns and
forbid all private financing. Special interest lobbying is forbidden, and all
television and radio stations are required to give equal time to different points
of view. This case is meant to be hypothetical and not a description of any
actual political society.
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2. Main Issue

The question is, does the industry’s threat or prediction constitute an abridg-
ment of political equality or is equality in the process of campaign finance,
and political discussion, as I have described it above, sufficient to make the
society politically egalitarian? It appears that more power over how the com-
munity is organized is being wielded by the industry than by others and yet,
at the same time, everyone has an equal voice in the decision making in a very
robust sense. We must explore the ideal of political equality to answer this
question.

We may take it for granted that political equality requires one person one
vote and some kind of majority rule. It may even require equality in the proc-
esses of elections and debate. The cases above force us to ask the question, is
there a morally relevant difference between the kind of power involved in vot-
ing or funding campaigns and the kind that seems to be involved in the sec-
ond and third resolutions of our illustration? Are the kinds of disparity of
power wielded in the second and third cases relevantly like the disparity of
power involved when some are given more votes than others or some have a
lot more money to influence the outcomes of elections than others?

Unequal distributions of votes are clearly abridgments of political equal-
ity and violations of democratic rights. But the movements of capitalists and
other citizens are ordinary exercises of liberal property rights, they are not per
se understood as efforts to influence the political process. Investing capital,
employing labor, and buying and selling commodities are among the kinds of
action about which liberal citizens have the right to make their own choices
independent of the choices others make. Are the ordinary exercises of liberal
property rights embodied in the second and third cases also abridgments of
political equality and violations of democratic rights? Let us call the claim
that many of these exercises of ordinary liberal property rights are exercises of
political power the “liberal political power principle.” I have called the claim
that some such exercises constitute abridgments of political equality on a par
with unequal distributions of votes the partial incompatibility thesis.

My aim in the rest of this chapter is to defend both of these principles
and to suggest some qualifications on them, as well as say something about
their implications. The main implications are that there is a deeper tension
between liberalism and democracy than is normally acknowledged, and that
our conception of political equality becomes deeply amorphous when we ac-
cept the liberal political power principle and the partial incompatibility thesis.

3. Equalities

One important distinction to be made before we proceed is the distinction be-
tween equality in the legislative process and wide political equality. Suppose
that a society is politically egalitarian in some straightforward ways: it ensures
that everyone has the vote; it gives equal funding to campaigns of different
parties in elections; it ensures that all points of view and interests in the soci-
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ety are given a fair hearing in social deliberation; it ensures that everyone has
the education and the means by which to participate in this inclusive process;
and it insulates the legislative branch from lobbying by special interests. In
short we might say that the legislative process is egalitarian.3

In democratic societies one main way in which individuals attempt to
avoid government intrusion is to punish politicians for passing laws and pro-
moting policies that they do not favor. They may do this by withholding
campaign funds for reelection. They may help initiate and fund campaigns for
opponents who are more favorable to their interests. They can also engage in
massive campaigns of persuasion, fund think tanks, fund secondary associa-
tions, and employ other forms of persuasion to convince the population that
what they oppose is a bad idea.

The citizens might then vote directly against the candidate in office for
this opposed activity. These are standard forms of legislative opposition.
These and other tactics are used regularly by groups to block possible policies
and laws. These tactics are successful frequently enough to make it worthwhile
for some citizens to use them. They are successful often enough to stop gov-
ernment officials from even contemplating action that might anger certain
groups of citizens. These tactics clearly abridge political equality in the society
when some in the society have far more money and power with which to make
them successful than others. Hence, it is often said that great disparities in
capacities to make campaign contributions abridge political equality as much
as differences in voting power. The fact that capitalists have disproportionate
influence in the formulation of the aims of government policy is a paradigm
case of the uneasy relationship between democracy and capitalism. This is, by
now, a truism, albeit an important one.

The remedy for this kind of influence is available. Some action can be
taken to restore democratic equality. Institutions regulating campaign finance
and providing money to secondary associations that represent other interests in
the society can help to moderate the inequality that arises from these actions.
Changes in the structure of enforcement can help as well. In the example above
we suppose that capitalists do not have any special influence on the legislative
process. We suppose that all the measures designed to implement equality in
the legislative process have been effectively implemented.

The trouble in the above examples is that the capitalist can respond to
the community decision merely by transferring capital to some other area. If
there is a loophole in the government order that exempts certain kinds of busi-
ness, the owners can transfer capital to that exempted area. Or the owners can
transfer capital to outside the jurisdiction of the government whether it be lo-
cal or national government. They can send their capital to another country or
to another state in the case of federal political arrangements such as the United
States. In the United States, capitalists shift capital from regulated to unregu-
lated markets; they escape tough environmental or occupational safety laws or
laws protecting unions by taking their capital to states that have few such
regulations. They move their businesses to places that have lower wages or
lower taxes or that may provide subsidies for the development of their capital.
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This has occurred more and more frequently in recent times owing to the in-
ternationalization of capital and the development of free trade and greater flexi-
bility in capital markets.

These activities have the effect of imposing great costs on governments’
attempts to achieve various democratically mandated aims. In the case of envi-
ronmental, safety, and health laws, the government often risks part of the tax
base on which its operations depend when it imposes regulation or taxes that
have been democratically chosen. Governments’ attempts to raise money
through taxes or diminish unemployment or even to raise the wages of the
worst off through minimum wage laws become self-defeating. Some claim
that raising taxes diminishes the tax base because people take their capital
elsewhere or simply stop investing it, thus diminishing government revenue.
Others claim that minimum wage laws actually create unemployment and di-
minish income particularly among the worst off, since employers are not will-
ing to hire as many workers at the higher wage. I am not interested here in
whether these particular claims are true. My intention is to begin to understand
the implications of this kind of claim and the fact that people take them seri-
ously, for the ideal of political equality.

The full compatibility thesis asserts that equality in the legislative proc-
ess is sufficient for the complete satisfaction of the ideal of political equality,
and the exercises of liberal property rights discussed above are not opposed to
democracy. Wide political equality, on this view, is not necessary for the ideal
of political equality to be satisfied. The partial incompatibility thesis asserts
that equality in the legislative process is not sufficient for the complete satis-
faction of the ideal of political equality. The exercises of liberal property rights
do, in some cases, violate the ideal of political equality. Only a principle that
reaches beyond equality in the legislative process can provide a full account of
the ideal of political equality.

4. General Analysis

The issue can be clarified by placing it in the larger context of democratic the-
ory. Democracy is best justified by reference to a principle of political equal-
ity. The ideal of political equality is that individual citizens ought to have an
equal say in how the society is to be organized. Having an equal say implies
that individuals have equal votes, that there is equality in the process of delib-
eration as well as equality in the resources that go into making coalitions and
bargaining over political aims and policies.4 Such equality is hard to achieve
in a large society that requires a division of labor in the process of making
decisions. A theory of democracy must say how a division of labor can be
structured to maintain political equality. It must say how the kind of expertise
that is necessary in political policy making can be reconciled with equality in
political decision making.

I have argued in detail elsewhere that these can be reconciled by assign-
ing citizens the task of choosing the aims of the society while politicians,
interest groups and administrators are assigned the tasks of selecting the means
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by which these aims are achieved. They have the kinds of expertise that enable
them to bring about the means as well as possible. These people are essen-
tially agents of the citizens as whole, charged with the task of realizing aims
over which they have no discretion. This relation between the citizens in their
capacities as choosers of aims and the subset of citizens who are charged with
the task of determining the means to the aims is called the democratic division
of labor.5 I have tried to show that one can design institutions that ensure that
the principal-agent relationship required for this democratic division of labor is
compatible with political equality.6

When citizens collectively choose the aims, their task is to choose all the
goals they wish to achieve and rank the tradeoffs between those goals. They
choose a preference ranking over bundles of values.7 The task of the political
system is to achieve as much as possible of this preference ranking. How
much it can achieve of what is preferred will depend on what we might call the
conditions of feasibility. The conditions of feasibility are those conditions
under which it is possible to realize some ends and not others and that con-
strain how one is to achieve those ends. This picture of democratic decision
making involves three components: first, the citizens collectively choose the
aims; second, there are independent conditions that determine how much of
these aims can be achieved; third, the government, on the basis of an assess-
ment of what can be achieved of the aims and how they can be achieved, en-
acts laws and policies as means to the achievement of the feasible aims.

How does the main issue that I have described come into this picture?
The problem seems to be that the capitalists influence the conditions of feasi-
bility; they do not influence the choice of aims or even of policies directly in
the examples above. They do make it more or less difficult, or more or less
likely to achieve designated aims. They effect the achievement of aims by their
policies. In the examples above they have not exercised greater influence in the
process of choosing the aims. They did not have more votes or more money
with which to do this. The main effect of their actions is to determine the
conditions of feasibility and thus to determine how much of the aims can be
achieved.

I conceive of the actions of capitalists as constraints, in the first instance,
on the government. Capitalists can affect the achievement or realization of the
chosen aims by undermining the government’s ability to achieve them, as
when they lay off workers or move their investments. Or, capitalists can argue
that since the aim will not be achieved anyway, there is no use trying the pol-
icy. Thus they can stop the policy by making the government anticipate its
failure. This may be part of the explanation for why the minimum wage rises
so slowly. Notice that the influence capitalists have on the policy choice need
not be due at all to any greater than equal resources for influencing the legisla-
tive process (that is, greater numbers of votes, greater resources for funding
campaigns, more time to express their point of view); it is only necessary that
the government be persuaded of the reliability of their predictions. If there is
any problem with political equality it must have to do with the facts they are
referring to and not their ability to persuade others of these facts. Hence, the
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capitalists limit the achievement of the chosen aims of the citizens, and they
do this simply by virtue of being able to exercise their ordinary liberal prop-
erty rights.

5. Undermining Democratic Aims

Note the difference between intentional and unintentional efforts to undermine
democratically chosen aims. Capital strikes provide illustrations of intention-
ally undermining aims. In capital strikes, capitalists, fearing the long-run de-
crease in profit that would be caused by some policy, terminate or cancel some
kinds of investment or transfer investments outside the country in order to
defeat the policy they fear. They do not transfer the capital merely because the
new investment is more profitable, indeed it may be less profitable. They do it
to decrease economic activity in the society and depress wages and tax reve-
nues in order to pressure the government to change its policy. These actions
will cost them in the short run, but if they succeed, the capitalists will be
gainers in the long run by defeating the policy and the aims. They can threaten
an investment strike to head off government action as well.

This is to be contrasted with capitalists merely responding to a policy as
they would to any changing environment. They look to the costs, price, and
demand that the new government policy might bring about, and they look
around to see if there are better opportunities for profit. They are indifferent to
what policy is in place or what aims are to be achieved by the policy (they
may not even know what it is); they simply respond to costs, prices, and de-
mand.

Intentional efforts to change government policy are like threats or the
sanctions imposed after unsuccessful threats; they threaten to, and sometimes
do, impose costs on the government and, at least in the short term, costs on
the capitalists themselves. The hope is that the government will back down
and that it will be deterred from similar action in the future. Unintentional
actions, by contrast, are not threats or sanctions and do not impose costs on
the capitalists themselves except by mistake. The capitalist merely seeks to
maximize profits in the new environment that has been created by the govern-
ment policy. The capitalist does not seek any change in policy nor to deter the
government from undertaking any similar policy in the future.

6. Exercise of Property Rights Can Violate Political Equality

The main argument for the claims that the exercise of liberal property rights
can constitute an exercise of political power (that is, the liberal political power
principle) and abridge the principle of political equality (that is, the partial
incompatibility thesis) is that the principle of political equality requires that
citizens be able to choose as equals what aims the society is to realize. If we
suppose that the legislative process is egalitarian, then the realization of the
aim, as long as it is feasible, is required by the principle of an equal say over
the outcome. If, subsequent to the decision, a person or group of persons in
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the society knowingly acts so as to undermine the achievement of the aim
then, by the above principle, that person or group has appropriated a special
exercise of political power for themselves. That is, the person or group has had
an extra say in what aims are to be brought about.

The same argument works also for the case in which the capitalist man-
ages to head off democratic legislation by persuasively announcing that the
democratically chosen aim will be defeated by his actions when the policy is
in place. It is crucial that while the capitalist says that the aim cannot be real-
ized, it is because of his or her own actions that the aims cannot be realized. If
the capitalist appropriates an excess of power by defeating the realization of the
aim after it has been chosen, then surely the ability to prevent the realization
of the aim in advance is an exercise of the same kind of power.

7. Political Equality, Power, and Deference

The principle that is violated here is not a principle of equality of power sim-
pliciter. Equality of power simpliciter is impossible and would not be desir-
able, nor is it necessary for political equality. In a society that has a division
of labor, there are many individuals who are in a position to get what they
want, contrary to democratic decisions, if they try. Those who are charged
with implementing policies are able to defeat some policies if they desire (in
some cases without others knowing that they have done so). They can bring
about outcomes contrary to the democratic choice if they want to. In democ-
racy such persons must defer to the democratic decision when they are in that
situation. If they forego the opportunity to undermine the aim and respect the
democratic decision then, even if they could have undermined the aim had
they wanted to do so, there is no violation of political equality.

Here is an intuitive example. Suppose a group of persons is in posses-
sion of an easily detonated bomb and they decide democratically to defuse the
bomb and destroy it. Suppose, further, that only one of the members knows
how to defuse or detonate the bomb. It would be quite easy for that person, if
desiring to do so, to detonate the bomb. In other words, that person has the
power to undermine the decision and the others do not have that power. It is
intuitively clear here that this inequality of power by itself does not undermine
the democratic character of the group. Only if the person capable of detonating
the bomb actually does so, is the democratic character of the group under-
mined. If the person defers to the decision and defuses the bomb and destroys
it, then she is acting consistently in a democratic fashion and the group is
acting democratically as well.

This shows that democracy consists essentially in equality of artificially
defined types of power such as votes, and artificial distributions of opportuni-
ties to participate in discussion.8 The whole point of democracy is to make the
organization and actions of society depend on decisions made in the context of
this artificially defined distribution of power. It does not require that power
overall be equally distributed. What violates democratic norms is not the exis-
tence of power outside the artificial context of voting and debating, but its
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exercise. The artificially defined distribution of power of democracy is meant
to replace the distribution of overall power in the process of collective decision
making. We have reason to require equality in overall power for the sake of
political equality only in case individuals can never or rarely restrain them-
selves. But in these circumstances, it is pointless to try to achieve a democ-
ratic society anyway.

Therefore, it is not that capitalists have the power to undermine demo-
cratic aims that constitutes an abridgment of political equality, it is the actual
undermining of the aims through the exercise of that power that constitutes the
violation. To the extent that capitalists ought to adhere to the norm of politi-
cal equality, it requires self-restraint on their part, much as political equality in
a democratic society requires restraint on the part of officials with special pow-
ers.

Consider some examples. To intentionally undermine democratic aims,
the capitalist disrupts or forestalls the democratically chosen outcome by
means of the power the capitalist possesses. Hence, investment strikes, capital
flight, and so on are obvious cases of antidemocratic behavior.9 These actions
are legal actions; both are consistent with an egalitarian legislative process.
They clearly violate democratic norms, not because they consist in the posses-
sion of power but because they involve the exercise of that power. They pre-
vent the realization of democratic aims either by anticipation or by simply
defeating the realization of the overall aims. And if the capitalists in question
forbear from these actions out of deference to democratic decision making,
there is no threat here to political equality.

The question is, does this same conclusion apply to cases where capital-
ists respond to policies by unintentionally defeating the aims? In the mini-
mum wage example capitalists lay off workers because they want to avoid
higher costs. They need have no intention of defeating the aims, indeed they
may favor the aim of improving the condition of the worst off.

Let us suppose, to make things simple, that there are clear and evident
alternatives to laying off the workers. Suppose that capitalists could keep the
workers on by merely cutting the profitability of the firm in a way that does
not destroy it or seriously undermine its competitiveness. And further suppose
that they can see that their actions will undermine the achievement of the aims
though they do not intend to. Admittedly these conditions do not always ob-
tain, but our answer to the question is nevertheless instructive. Would the
laying off of workers constitute an exercise of power that violates the principle
of political equality? In my view it is hard to see why it does not.

It is hard to see how the intention to undermine the democratic aim is
necessary to the claim that someone is in fact undermining the democratic
aim. After all, the unintentional undermining is still undertaken for the sake of
capitalist’s aims and it is known that this will undermine the aim and that
there are clear alternatives to it. The capitalist is still putting his or her aims
ahead of those of the rest of the citizens in a case where the citizens have le-
gitimately spoken as a single body of equals. Hence, the non-deferring capital-
ist does abridge political equality.
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This claim does not imply that the government ought to interfere coer-
cively with the capitalists. We are assuming in this paper that liberal property
rights are here to stay. I have argued that deference is all that is required of the
property holders for them to be acting in accord with political equality.10 Nor
does the above conclusion entail that what the non-deferring capitalist does is
wrong, all things considered. The benefits of the unrestricted exercise of the
right of private property may conceivably override the requirements of democ-
racy in this kind of case. All I am arguing here is that it is clearly an abridg-
ment of political equality and to the extent that political equality is an
important political value, it is at least a pro tanto wrong. A principle of defer-
ence ought to guide the capitalist’s decision if political equality is to be re-
spected.

Let us note some qualifications and clarifications to the thesis. First, it
does not automatically apply to modern democratic societies. Modern demo-
cratic societies may not always live up to the democratic ideals sufficiently to
require that their decisions be honored in the ways I have suggested. The le-
gitimacy of modern democracies has to be ascertained before we can require
capitalists to honor their decisions. The occurrences of regulatory capture, spe-
cial interest legislation, and campaign finance inequalities cast doubt on the
claim that modern democracies do warrant the kind of allegiance that I am
recommending because they cast doubt on the claim that these democracies
have egalitarian legislative processes.

Second, the conditions I have specified, such as that there are clear and
evident alternatives that do not impose highly destructive demands on the
capitalists may not always be met. Sometimes firms cannot survive increases
in the costs of doing business. Sometimes it is not at all clear what the proper
response to democratic legislation is.

Third, the capitalist’s action must make a difference to the achievement
of the aims. Often, it is not clear whether one’s action will undermine aims in
part or not. These are the circumstances in which most ordinary liberal citizens
find themselves. In these conditions, which need to be carefully laid out, the
property owners need not take account of the democratically chosen aims in
order to defer to the decision.

Despite these caveats, there is a kind of incompatibility between the ex-
ercise of liberal property rights and the ideal of political equality. The ideal of
political equality can be respected in these cases by following a principle of
deference and the ideal is violated when the property owner fails to defer to the
aim. The work of properly defining the principle of deference is yet to be
done, but if the conclusions of this chapter are correct, such an enterprise is
necessary to the understanding of the ideal of political equality. Let us review
some arguments that go against the thesis that the exercise of the right to
property can sometimes violate democratic equality. These are arguments for
the full compatibility thesis.
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8. Actions of Capitalists as a Natural Force

There are different interpretations of what happens in the second and third reso-
lutions of our central example. One popular one is the natural force interpreta-
tion of the industrial firm’s action. The natural force interpretation is that the
industry and its owners are merely like forces of nature when they make their
decisions. Their moving out of the community to increase profits is a natural
response to changed conditions. This naturalness of response need not be en-
tirely non-normative. The response may be one of economic rationality. On
the account that individual economic agents are determined to act in their own
self-interests or to maximize the profits of their firms, we might say with
many economists that individuals necessarily (or naturally) respond to policies
in the second and third ways outlined in our small town example.11

I shall consider only this version of the natural force interpretation. On
this interpretation, the company’s leaving town would be a necessary or de-
termined response to the town policy. Even if the town’s policy were deeply
important for achieving some aim, it is not clear that we would think that the
people who make that aim more difficult or less likely to be successful have a
disproportionate influence on the process of decision making. What they do is
natural in a way that is similar to a storm in nature. If a democratically chosen
aim is undermined by terrible weather conditions, we do not say that democ-
racy is undermined. Or if an aim is not realized because the people who are
supposed to carry out that aim are physically unable to do so, then we do not
say that democracy is undermined or that those people have exercised a dis-
proportionate influence over the decision making.

On the natural force interpretation, when a democratic society wishes to
pursue certain aims it must take into account the fact that firms maximize
profits as a fact of nature just as they must take the weather into account or the
physical abilities of its citizens. When they decide against some policy on the
ground that it cannot work to achieve the aims they wish to pursue, or when
they accept that certain among their aims cannot be fully achieved for these
reasons, we would not say, were the natural force interpretation true, that the
capitalists unduly influenced the process of decision making. Therefore, the
actions of the capitalists do not constitute a violation of political equality;
they are not exercising their power in an inegalitarian way. On this argument,
the full compatibility thesis is true.

This argument fails on account of its reliance on the natural force inter-
pretation, which assumes a conception of human motivation that is, as I see it,
incompatible with the point of any political ideals. The falsity of the natural
force interpretation is a precondition for the stability of democratic societies as
well as for libertarian or egalitarian structures of society. If individuals were
merely self-interested where the interests were those of pleasure or money or
power (the structure of the interests were such that how well-off one person is
did not depend internally on how well-off the others are), the changes in the
distribution of power or resources, which are so common in modern, fluid
societies, would constantly induce them to change the structure of the society.
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These changes are endemic due to constant changes in technology and social
organization. To the extent that the forces of convention and coordination dis-
incline people to alter their society, such forces would work against change
towards any particular ideal or away from any particular structure. If we as-
sume the self-interest axiom, then all political arguments in favor of particular
ideals would be irrelevant. The social world would be as indifferent to ideals
of justice as the natural world is. Such ideas defeat political ideals altogether.
Theories of justice or of the proper structure of society that presuppose them
are self-defeating theories.

If the natural force interpretation and the self-interest version of it were
true, it would make the discussion of the nature of political equality and its
violation entirely otiose. But it would also make the defense of the ideals of
liberalism and the alternative ideals of libertarianism or efficient markets oti-
ose. Ample empirical evidence exists that individuals do not act merely in
terms of their self-interest and that they are motivated by considerations of
justice. The self-interest axiom is false to the facts.12 It is therefore quite un-
likely that motivation in accordance with a principle of deference is unavail-
able to the capitalist.

9. Democratic Creation of the Market

Another argument against the thesis that capitalists can undermine political
equality by exercising their liberal property rights is that in a genuinely de-
mocratic society, the legal system in which capitalists operate is itself the re-
sult of democratic decisions. The legal system provides the options available
to capitalists that enable them to respond to legislation in ways that defeat
democratically chosen aims. In a genuinely democratic society, the system of
private property and the regulations and taxes, as well as the public agencies
that play a role in decision making for private corporations, are all ultimately
created collectively by the citizens. The capitalists act in accordance with rules
and rights that have been democratically chosen. So, this new defender of the
full compatibility thesis argues, it is hard to see how the actions of capitalists
can be thought to be antidemocratic.

Against this claim the partial incompatibilist might argue that the ways
capitalists respond to the legal system are not entirely collectively chosen by
the citizens, though the set of options are chosen. To this, however, the full
compatibilist can reply that the citizens (including capitalists qua citizens)
must collectively prefer to have capitalism with the knowledge that capitalists
have an independent impact on whether the democratically chosen aims are
met, otherwise they would not choose the scheme of liberal property rights.
Citizens as a whole may be thought to be imposing constraints on themselves
when they choose a mixed economy or they tacitly accept such a system by
not making any major changes in the system. Hence, the full compatibilist
might argue that the exercise of liberal property rights cannot abridge political
equality.
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The full compatibilist might argue that a straightforward solution to the
problem of capitalists undermining the democratically chosen aims is to im-
pose further regulations on capitalists. A democratic people have the right to
choose to impose special taxes on corporations that decide to take their capital
elsewhere. They may impose regulations on laying off workers. They may go
so far as to nationalize the firms. One might say that because citizens have not
done this, they prefer to have markets even though capitalists sometimes are
provided with options that undermine the democratically chosen aims. This is
not necessarily a description of democratic decisions in contemporary socie-
ties. It merely shows that a fully egalitarian democratic process can bring
about a system of property rights that gives individuals options to act in ways
that undermine some of the democratically chosen aims, but in which this
undermining does not constitute an abridgment of political equality.

Any decision to nationalize or regulate capital might face the same diffi-
culties as the ones we are presently discussing. No sooner had such policies
been announced than the capitalists would have taken their capital elsewhere.
In a capitalist society, even a fully democratic society might have difficulty
regulating capital in the ways suggested above. It is not clear exactly how we
ought to interpret the lack of regulation in these circumstances.13

Let us put this difficulty aside and assume that the democratic society
chooses a market system on its merits. Nevertheless, to be plausible, this way
of defending the full compatibilist thesis must rely on the natural force inter-
pretation to be plausible. When a democratic people choose a market system,
either they do so with the knowledge that such a system could not produce
outcomes higher up on their preference ranking than those produced by capital-
ists acting in their own self-interests or they believe that they might be able to
do better than just the result that self-interested actions bring about in a mar-
ket.

In the former case either they think that the results of market transactions
will always accord with democratically chosen aims (and this seems deeply
implausible) or they subscribe to the claim that the capitalists cannot act in
any other than a self-interested way. They subscribe to the natural force inter-
pretation. The other case is that democratic people chose the market system
but are not thereby committed to endorsing all the possible outcomes of mar-
ket interactions that conflict with subsequent choices of aims. They may, for
instance, create a market system with the intention that normally individuals
may do what they please, but in cases where market transactions conflict with
other democratically chosen aims and the capitalists have clear and acceptable
alternatives, the capitalists defer. Hence, the claim that the market system has
been democratically created can only defeat the thesis that non-deferring capi-
talists undermine political equality if the natural force interpretation is true.
Since the latter is false, this defense of full compatibilism cannot work.
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10. Imposition of Unreasonable Demands

Another argument might plausibly be thought to defeat the partial incompati-
bility thesis. One might claim that we are imposing excessively onerous de-
mands on capitalists when we ask them to forbear from trying to maximize
profits in contexts where such action might defeat the democratic aims. Con-
sider an example. Suppose that a small group of individuals gets together to
decide on a common course of action. Suppose that the plan they decide upon
requires that a small part of the group do things that require an immense sacri-
fice and are very difficult and risky to do. Intuitively, the subgroup would not
be asserting any special political privilege by refusing to do their assigned part
on account of the excessive demands imposed on them, even if that refusal
undermined the achievement of the aims that were chosen democratically by
the group.

Notice that it is not the immensity of the demands per se that is relevant
here, it is the fact that the demands are excessive that counts. If it is necessary
for someone to perform the onerous task for the sake of the survival of the
group, then we might not think that the person chosen would have real
grounds for refusal. But if the tasks could be divided up more equitably, those
on whom all the burdens are imposed might have grounds for refusal.

Two problems with using the above argument in defense of full com-
patibility exist. The first is that it is part of the function and purpose of de-
mocracy to decide such matters as the fair or just allocation of burdens and
benefits of policies. Part of the idea behind democracy is that it provides a fair
way of deciding what to do when there are unresolved disagreements about
how to share burdens and benefits. If democracy is a fair way to make deci-
sions, one ought to abide by the decision even when one disagrees with it.
When the injustice of the outcome is a very severe and obvious one, it should
outweigh the value of the democratic decision making process. In these cases,
the value of democracy is overridden by the severity of the injustice in the
outcome.

Normally, democracy is supposed to help us fairly decide the issue. But
this leads us to the second response to the above argument. In the case of the
capitalists described in our central example, it is hard to see that the demands
imposed on them can be counted as severe and obvious injustices that excuse
them from having to go along with the outcome. Sometimes severe injustices
occur and no one can be expected to abide by the decision. In these cases, there
may be reason to think that the capitalists are not asserting any special inde-
pendent and illegitimate political influence by not going along. But these
kinds of context are not the norm. In any case, it does not appear that the un-
reasonableness argument will provide a general argument against the partial
incompatibility thesis.
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11. Natural Right to Property

Another argument against the partial incompatibility thesis is that there is a
fundamental right to private property that ought not to be abridged by democ-
ratic processes. This right places property entirely beyond the scope of legiti-
mate democratic decision making. This implies that a democratic people may
not interfere with property in order to achieve its aims. To expect property
holders to defer would be a curtailment of their property rights. A democratic
people may not legitimately require or expect any property holder to act in
ways that will promote the democratic aims or desist from acting in ways that
inhibit the realization of democratic aims. Only if property rights come within
the legitimate scope of democratic decision making can any failure to defer to
the aims of the people in the exercise of property rights be a violation of de-
mocratic principle. Even if property holders fail to defer and thereby under-
mine democratic aims, they have done nothing that violates the principle of
political equality. Therefore, the full compatibility thesis is true on this argu-
ment.

This argument is really a particular version of the reasonableness argu-
ment. It simply says that any intrusion on property rights is profoundly un-
just. Take an analogy. Suppose that a democratic people can achieve several of
its aims only if some among a certain group of people are enslaved. And sup-
pose that each one of those people does everything he or she can to avoid be-
ing selected for enslavement. They flee the country; they go underground; or
they resist in some other way. By avoiding the possibility of being selected
for enslavement they defeat the democratically chosen aims. Have they as-
sumed more than equal political power to themselves in such a way that they
have violated the principle of political equality? It would seem that they have
not. What the democratic people have asked of them is not something that is
within the scope of democratic decision making. Their resistance to this re-
quest therefore does not constitute an assumption of political power. In the
same way, those to whom liberal property rights are dear may assert that any
requirement of deference of property holders to the democratic people also goes
beyond the scope of democracy and therefore any failure to defer is not an as-
sumption of political power.

Whether this argument succeeds in defeating the thesis under discussion
will depend on the nature of these property rights and the precise specification
of the scope principle. Let us suppose, for the sake of argument, that the rights
we are dealing with are full libertarian property rights (rights to all the benefits
from the owned object, to the full use of the object, to exchange the object,
and to all the benefits of that exchange).14 There are two possible accounts of
how the property rights limit the scope of democracy.

The less stringent account states that democratic choice may never re-
structure the property rights intrinsically (on the grounds that some think that
the property rights are unjust, or that redistribution of wealth or income is
required, or that some simply want more of the property); the inherent justice
of property rights, on this account, is not open for discussion. But the less
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stringent account does permit some interference with property rights. It states
that property rights may be regulated or taxed for the sake of designated public
goods (say, limiting pollution, preventing crime, defending the society, and
so on) that can only be achieved by requiring property holders to limit their
actions in designated ways. On the less stringent account, these latter actions
do not overstep the scope of democracy.15 On this kind of account, there will
be conflicts of rights between democracy and property when the only way to
achieve a democratic aim is to limit the property right or the only way for the
property holder to achieve her aims is to limit the ability of the democratic
people to achieve its aims. The less stringent account implies that property
holders do (or can) exert special influence over the collective world in which
everyone lives that is inconsistent with political equality.

A more stringent account is that it can never be within anyone’s rights to
do anything with anyone else’s property whether as a means to another legiti-
mate outcome or not; these rights are so powerful that they do not merely
compete with other rights successfully, they simply eliminate all competi-
tors.16 Any democratic decision that requires that this right be abrogated or
that it be exercised in any way has gone beyond the legitimate scope of de-
mocracy. This last very stringent limitation on the legitimate scope of democ-
racy does provide a basis on which to claim that the legitimate exercise of
liberal property rights is fully compatible with political equality since now
there is no legitimate basis on which to require that individuals defer to the
democratic decision making.

The stringent account of libertarian property rights and their relations to
the legitimate scope of democracy seems to me to be implausible on its face,
but I want to make three further observations about it. First, someone who
accepts this claim must surely think that democracy is rarely if ever justified.
The idea that the exercise of these very strong property rights cannot ever con-
stitute an exercise of political power incompatible with political equality is
not particularly surprising. A corollary to the claim that there is some incom-
patibility between political equality and the exercise of liberal property rights
is that full compatibility will obtain only when the space for the exercise of
the liberal property rights is highly attenuated or when there is little or no
room for the exercise of democratic rights. This is confirmation of the partial
incompatibility thesis.

Second, that we must invoke the strongest form of property right in or-
der to argue against the claim that the exercise of property rights constitutes a
violation of political equality is instructive. It suggests that for the great ma-
jority of views about property rights, the partial incompatibility between po-
litical equality and the exercise of liberal property rights is an ever-present
possibility.

Third, the argument above against the partial incompatibility thesis is
based on a very strong conception of property rights as well as a scope princi-
ple saying that democracy has no legitimate business with anything connected
with these rights. We have discussed property rights as if their content were
not a matter of dispute, and as if the scope of democratic decision making
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were not itself a matter of debate. But now we ought to question the scope
principle itself. It is not clear why property rights ought to be protected by
such a strong scope principle. Property rights themselves are the subject of
serious disagreement. In the light of such disagreement, a political decision
making process ought to have a role in defining the system of legal property.
If we reject the scope principle itself, then even the strongest form of property
right is legitimately subject to modification if a democratic people chooses to
do so. If even strong property rights are legitimately modified by democratic
decision making then not even the strong form of libertarian property rights
can provide a premise in the argument against the thesis that capitalists can
undermine political equality by exercising their rights to property.

12. Puzzle about Liberalism

I conclude from these observations that the arguments against the thesis of the
partial incompatibility of political equality and the exercise of liberal property
rights are based on false premises. The central argument for the idea that there
is a partial incompatibility between political equality and the exercise of lib-
eral property rights stands.

The partial incompatibility thesis generates a deep tension between de-
mocracy and liberalism. This source is distinct from the recognized sources of
tension. One such source is that under capitalism some may have at their dis-
posal more money with which to influence the legislative process than others.
Another source is that some liberal rights such as freedom of expression and
association are often thought to be beyond the legitimate scope of democracy.
The partial incompatibility thesis posits a much deeper and more troubling
tension between democracy and liberalism because it points to ways in which
liberalism necessarily undermines democracy.

The partial incompatibility thesis also calls into question the clarity of
our understanding of democracy. Once we accept that equality in the legisla-
tive process is not all there is to political equality and that the exercise of
property rights can in some instances abridge political equality, then political
equality itself becomes highly amorphous in a liberal society where the ability
to exercise liberal political power is widespread and highly diffuse. Many peo-
ple in a society have opportunities to exercise the kinds of power that seem to
threaten political equality.

The question then becomes, when do we have political equality? While
equality in the legislative process is a reasonably straightforward affair, politi-
cal equality in the wider sense has an unmanageable quality. How do we com-
pare the power of a voter with the power of an employer who, together with
many other employers, could defeat a democratic aim by laying off workers in
response to an increase in the minimum wage? This problem becomes particu-
larly serious when we realize that some of these employers may be laying off
workers out of necessity or under the threat of serious hardship while others
are not. Since many such exercises of many different sorts and under different
conditions are at issue in a liberal society, the problem of comparing the po-
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litical power of citizens seems unmanageable. Call this the “power comparison
problem.”

The hope of democratic theorists is that when a society is genuinely de-
mocratic it is relatively straightforwardly so. Democratic equality is meant to
be a reasonably transparent and public feature of a society to which all citizens
can refer back as testimony to their equal status in society. The power com-
parison problem poses a serious challenge to this aspiration of democracy.

Related to the power comparison problem is the problem of how an in-
dividual property holder is to decide when deference to a democratic decision
is called for as well as what deference requires of him. We have seen above
that there may be conditions under which property holders need not defer.
These are when they are unduly burdened, as well as when the impact of their
decisions are slight and highly uncertain. We have also seen that property
holders need not defer when the decisions that are made are not genuinely de-
mocratic. Of course the power comparison problem itself implies that it will
be difficult to determine when decisions have been made in a genuinely equal
way. Since individuals must decide for themselves when and how to defer to
democratic decision making implies that there will be many disagreements
whether others have properly deferred or not. Hence, individuals face a very
difficult set of problems about how to behave in a democratic society when
they are motivated to act in a democratic way.

I do not want to say that these problems are irresolvable, but they do
pose a serious challenge to our understanding of democracy, especially in an
age when we accept that liberal institutions must play a role in any reasonably
just and efficient society. These problems must be thoroughly addressed if we
are to have a clear idea of what democracy is all about.
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